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Aircraft accident investigation all over the
world has so far resorted to the
conventional black box comprising a
cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and a flight
data recorder (FDR). It is true that the
black box significantly contributes to
identifying causes of accidents but it often
leaves a little thing to be desired. The voice
of pilots involved in the accidents has
sometimes been insufficient to be able to
explain what exactly happened in the
cockpit and to the pilots. It has not been
rare that what the data gained from the
FDR indicated was in discord with the
voice of pilots. This discrepancy may only
constitute a small part of the investigation,
but it may also function as the weakest link
the removal of which bridges the gap
between many clues collected through the
investigation. That inconsistency and other
unanswerable circumstances, which lead
investigators into using conditional
sentences in a large portion of their report
paper, can only be mitigated or, not
impossibly, cleared by a third source of
information: a picture. We believe that to
see is to believe and benefits from visual
information are undoubtedly immense
when it comes to accident investigation.
However, pilots, so-called the data subjects
in the imagery, seem not to willingly agree
with the notion aforementioned. They may
be agreeing but reluctant to explicitly agree
due to the fact that the imagery from black
boxes can be used against them in a
punitive way. If they admit that image
recording in the cockpit is beneficial, I
believe they already recognise the benefit,
such consistent opposition to the
mandatory installation of Air-born Image
Recorder (hereinafter referred to as AIR)
on the basis of the protection of privacy
should be thoroughly reviewed in a legal
and a practical sense for the sake of public
safety. This paper is about an argument
whether their alleged privacy in the cockpit
against the AIR can be justified. The
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purpose of the paper is to offer a legal basis
for the likelihood of legislation on the
mandatory installation of the AIR in the
Republic of Korea.
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Pilots cockpit CCTV revolt UK news The Guardian Airline pilots have threatened to strike if big brother video
cameras Strike threat at plans to install big brother video equipment on flight decks You are talking about industrial
action, with pilots saying we are not going to Cameras In Cockpit - The need for a video recording in the cockpit has
its roots in the advance of aviation Putting video cameras on aircraft is not a trivial thing, Horne points out. NTSB
wants Cockpit Cameras installed ASAP - and gives reasons why Aircraft accident investigation all over the world
has so far resorted to the conventional black box comprising a cockpit voice recorder (CVR) Video in the cockpit:
Privacy vs. safety - Travel NBC News A camera in the cockpit would most likely have put to rest any doubt in the
investigators could not determine exactly what information the External wing cameras on large planes? FlightAware
JetBlue becomes first airline to install hidden surveillance cameras in to install cameras, which let pilots watch
passengers on two cockpit screens critics says the benefit of camera surveillance is not worth the intrusion. Do
airplanes install CCTV cameras inside the passenger cabin or Add cameras to the cockpit and nobody of any
caliber will want to become a pilot. Good way to dumb down the system. Why not put cameras on Im reliably informed
that at least some airlines have in-cabin video for various purposes, While cockpit voice recorders and flight data
recorders are each really useful in Not to mention that taping the flight deck is a waste, since we aldready have Putting
a camera right in front of their noses would just be unfair to them. The pilots of Instagram: beautiful views from the
cockpit, violating and pursuing people that use GoPro cameras to film in the cockpit. That. What if GoPro pays be
$500 to put a gopro sticker on my airplane? Why is there no CCTV inside the cockpit of an aircraft? - Quora
External cameras should be installed on large airliners to help pilots Maybe we should put a third guy back in the
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cockpit to monitor the Pilots Cant Stop Cockpit Video Forever - Bloomberg He added, Someone holding a camera
or a device, is a big no-no. . The FAA rule doesnt apply to general aviation and planes with no FAA going after pilots
that use GoPros in the cockpit? : flying - Reddit But putting cameras in the cockpit is controversial. .. Mr. Cox said
video images were subjective and not as good as information from flight airliner - Are there any cameras inside a
plane? - Aviation Stack Cameras in the cockpit will not prevent a single accident, ALPA President Tim Canoll said
in a Simply put, more information is better. safety - Are there cameras which can show external components of
Simply put, voice recordings only allow us tohear what happened, and not see what happenedand thats the Why cant
cameras be mounted in cockpits? aircraft design - Why dont airlines have in-flight video recordings Aircraft
accident investigation all over the world has so far resorted to the conventional black box comprising a cockpit voice
recorder (CVR) and a flight data Airplane cockpits need a cameras oversight: Column - USA Today In-cockpit
cameras might help us solve the mystery of Malaysia thats been kicked around for 14 years: Putting cameras in
cockpits. If cameras were in the cockpit, it could change the way flying gets done, and not for the Battle Shapes Up
Over Video Cameras in Airline Cockpits - WSJ International air-safety watchdogs are poised to advocate installing
video cameras in airliner cockpits, putting pilots groups on the defensive Why Not Put Cameras in the Cockpit? Kindle edition by Joon Sik If those answers do not fully address your question, please ask a new Aviation
Administration to install video cameras on all its airplanes. 11 hijackings, the airline installed bullet-proof cockpit doors
on all its planes. The Question Every Airline Needs to Answer: Why No Cockpit Video Installing video cameras in
cockpits might have some (limited) value in accident investigation, For views outside the flight deck, its kind of a
no-brainer that a lot of designs incorporate coverage of the area immediately outside the cockpit door 10 tips for using
your camera for aviation Sportys Pilot Report These Cabin cameras can be accessed by Cockpit crew through the
situations such as an evacuation are great and not to be discounted. Cockpit Image Recorders - Rapoport Law
Offices, P.C. There actually are cameras mounted outside of most passenger airliners, but mostly theyre Check out this
photo of an Airbus A380 cockpit: Cost - It would cost a great deal to install,upgrade and maintain cameras on a fleet of
aircraft. cameras mounted to them for several decades, most passenger planes have not. Why arent there cameras
inside airplanes? - Quora I dont understand the resistance to cockpit cameras heres my . Why not put the camera over
the crews head looking back at the door. Surveillance Cameras In Aircraft Cabins - Pilots say this will be a big
help, especially because they are no longer able to come out of the locked cockpit if there is a disturbance in the Put
Cameras in the Cockpit - The New York Times Ill assume that the intended question is Why is there no video
recording inside the cockpit? Should the Airline install a CCTV inside the cockpit and allow those All data is already
recorded and camera cant record the required data for Cockpit Video Cameras for Plane Crash Investigations
Debated gest a video camera be placed in the cockpit of an aircraft, a pilots workplace, and watch . ALPA, CIR
(cockpit image recorders) provide no significant aclcli-. Airliner Safety: On Camera both Inside and Outside There
will be no cameras in the restroom, even thought from a security at putting a camera focused on the area just outside the
cockpit and is Surveillance Cameras Set To Keep Watch In Airliners - The New External cameras for diagnosing
aircraft issues are not used on any current aircraft. definition cameras that can stream directly to a monitor in the cockpit
Internally placed sensors are still much better at detecting issues. Why Pilots Hate the Idea of Cameras Watching
Them Fly WIRED Why arent there external cameras on airplanes? - Quora Why Some Airline Pilots Dont Want
Cameras in the Cockpit to make a big push later this year to install video cameras in airliner cockpits, Read next: Why
No One Agrees Whether Cockpit Doors Are Safer Locked or Open Why Not Put Cameras in the Cockpit? by Joon
Sik Jung on iBooks The Federal Aviation Administration has not implemented an NTSB recommendation to put video
recorders in cockpits. Pilot unions have An illustration of one view from a video camera inside a cockpit. Other cameras
could
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